Single-molecule optomechanics in ‘pico-cavities’
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Trapping light with noble metal nanostructures overcomes the diffraction limit and can confine light
to the nanometre scale (typically

30 nm3). Here we demonstrate individual atomic features inside

the gap of a plasmonic nano-assembly localise light to volumes well below 1 nm3 (‘picocavities’),
enabling optical experiments on the atomic scale. These atomic features are dynamically formed and
disassembled by laser irradiation. While unstable at room temperature, picocavities can be stabilised
at cryogenic temperatures, allowing single atomic cavities to be probed for many minutes. Unlike
traditional optomechanical resonators, such extreme optical confinement yields million-foldenhanced optomechanical coupling between the picocavity field and vibrations of individual
molecular bonds. Picocavity formation probes the nanoscale, accessing sub-molecular dynamics and
opens prospects for high precision sensors and single-photon strong-optomechanical coupling.

Coinage metal nanostructures support localised surface plasmons, which confine optical fields much
tighter than their wavelength (1). This extreme enhancement enables vibrational spectroscopy within
small volumes, even down to single molecules (2,3). For many years lateral resolution was believed to
be 10 nm (4), however recent experiments resolve the atomic structure of single molecules using tipenhanced Raman spectroscopy (3) and directly sequence RNA strands (5). Atomistic simulations also
suggest plasmonic confinement to atomic scales is possible (6). Here we show that light-activated
mobilisation of surface atoms in a plasmonic hotspot triggers the formation of additional ‘picocavities’
bounded by a single gold atom. Their ultra-small light localisation alters which vibrational modes of
trapped molecules are observed, due to strong optical field gradients that switch the Raman selection
rules. The resulting cascaded ultra-strong plasmonic confinement pumps specific molecular bonds,
thereby creating non-thermal vibrational populations, and forms a new type of optomechanical

resonator. Remarkably, cryogenic control of the plasmonic nanometric cavity allows for systematic and
stable monitoring of the picocavity formation and disassembly. We thus show it is possible to resolve
the dynamics of individual bonds within molecules. The existence, monitoring and selective control of
these picocavities will be important not only in photochemistry and photophysics, but also as a new
platform for optomechanics, coherent control and quantum information devices.
To produce stable robust picocavities we bypass complex scanning tip spectroscopies, instead
using straightforward self-assembly to create ‘nanoparticle-on-mirror’ (NPoM) geometries (Fig.1A).
Individual gold nanoparticles are spaced above a planar gold substrate by a nanometre-thick selfassembled monolayer of biphenyl-4-thiol (Fig.1B). Both the scattering and surface-enhanced Raman
signals (SERS) from individual constructs are highly reproducible. All measurements are recorded at
cryogenic temperatures, using a modified dark-field microscope and laser pumping at 633nm (see
Materials and Methods). Low temperature time-series SERS spectra from a typical gold nanoparticle
(Fig.1C) show vibrational modes that can be divided into two sets: a first set of vibrational modes is everpresent with constant intensity (‘persistent lines’), while a second ‘blinking’ set of lines appears
(arrows), disappears, and changes intensity over time.
Comparing the observed spectra with DFT simulations confirms that both types of lines originate
from the biphenyl-4-thiol self-assembled monolayer. However, in the blinking set the relative intensities
are altered and normally-Raman-inactive lines (infrared absorption lines) are mixed into the SERS
spectrum. Which lines appear with which enhancement changes for each realisation of this fluctuating
state, showing selective excitation of specific vibrations (additional spectra in (7), Fig.S13). By contrast,
SERS intensities in the persistent set are unaffected by the appearance of blinking lines. As shown
below, this suggests that blinking lines originate from a very small volume inside the plasmonic gap,
containing only a single molecule. Such tight localisation yields extremely high field gradients,
accounting for the observation of Raman-inactive infrared modes (8). Additional evidence implies these
small hotspots are actually sub-nm3 volumes that we term ‘picocavities’ consisting of only one gold
atom. Full electromagnetic simulations (Fig.1D&E) show that picocavities locally boost the near-field
intensity, leaving the rest of the plasmonic hotspot unaffected. The high field intensity within the
extremely small <1nm3 local hotspot (Fig.1D&E), dramatically enhances the SERS intensity of nearby
molecules. We find that picocavities are spontaneously formed and destroyed under laser illumination,
but can be stabilised.
Picocavities are atomic-scale sub-nanometric structures forming an extreme class of optical
localisation that push electromagnetic coupling to the limit. To exploit and monitor their optical activity

and to experimentally estimate the picocavity localization volume

, we explore how they modify the

Raman scattering when exciting a molecular vibration. This process is dramatically amplified by the
extreme confinement of the incident light in the plasmonic gap. As a result, the population
vibrational states (at frequencies
environment at temperature

of excited

) is boosted above that provided by thermal excitations from the

,

, by an additional contribution due to the

optomechanical coupling of the plasmonic cavity with the molecular vibration (9). We first model the
interaction of quantized plasmons with phonons in the classical limit of weak coupling
vibrations and cavity plasmons (with
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Hamiltonian described in (7,9). This gives
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because vibrational energies (

meV for 1000cm ) greatly exceed thermal energies.

Depending on the detuning of the laser from the cavity,

can either be positive (damping the

vibration) or negative (amplifying the vibration). For high enough intensities or strong enough coupling,
amplification (
(dominating when

) overcomes phonon decay (

) creating a non-thermal phonon population

). Experimentally measuring this vibrational state population at

increasing laser power allows evaluation of the Raman localization volume
In the regime of vibrational pumping,

(7).

can be quantified by simultaneously recording both the

Stokes and anti-Stokes parts of the SERS spectrum and evaluating their ratio for each mode (10, 11). The
plasmon contribution to the population (arising from the quantum back-action mechanism) follows
where
the field enhancement supported by the cavity resonance at frequency
frequency

is a Lorentzian profile of
, illuminated by the laser with

. The ratio of anti-Stokes to Stokes scattering is then
(2)

While the above analytic formalism is correct for coupling coefficients

, in the conditions here

corrections are needed from full numerical solution of the underlying optomechanical Hamiltonian
(Eqs.S1&S2 in (7)) to properly extract estimates of the localization volume.
Crucially, low-temperature SERS shows that prominent anti-Stokes SERS lines blue-shifted from

the laser (Fig.2A) appear always and only when the additional fluctuating Stokes lines are present. Timeseries SERS spectra (Fig.2B) show that none of the constant Stokes lines are seen in the anti-Stokes
spectra (dashed lines), reflecting the low excited state population at 10K for most molecules within the
NPoM gap but outside the picocavity. Taking the measured aS:S ratio, we use Eq. (2) in the thermal limit
(setting

) to extract for each vibrational mode an effective temperature (marked on Fig.2A),

exceeding the sample temperature a hundredfold (up to 2000K for certain lines). These effective
temperatures are different for each line, and increase with increasing vibrational energy, clear proof
that the vibrational populations are non-thermal and that the pumping contribution to the population
cannot be ignored. Plasmons do not directly heat the molecules, as shown by the absence of
characteristic anti-Stokes background signals, previously shown to track the temperature of metallic
nanostructures (12), and showing that the gold remains cold throughout, as expected for these sub100µW optical powers.
In such time-series SERS scans, whenever the picocavity regime appears, spectral wandering of
the vibrational energies of 0.1-1cm-1s-1 is seen (Fig.2B), which is a typical signature of single-molecule
SERS (13,14). This provides additional confirmation that the blinking lines come from a very small subregion of the NPoM gap containing individual molecules. Further proof comes from observation of IRactive lines, which arise from the strong field gradients around the picocavity that alter the SERS
selection rules (3,8) and necessarily require field localisation <0.5nm, consistent with picocavities in the
nanogap. Theoretically, this effect can be reproduced by recalculating the SERS spectrum from the full
Raman tensor (obtained by DFT) assuming only local illumination. Using a field localisation of 0.4nm,
extracted from the picocavity field confinement lateral width (Fig.1D), the observed experimental
spectra (Fig.2C,D bottom) can be modelled only when re-positioning the picocavity relative to the
molecule (Fig.2C,D top, insets depict geometries used for each). To reproduce our experimental spectra,
confinement on the order of a single gold atom is required (see Section S3 in (7)), giving direct proof for
the atomic confinement of the optical field. In this regime, individual bonds within molecules can be
accessed.
In order to use our Raman formalism to extract

, we have to confirm that vibrational

pumping dominates, for which a linear power dependence of the anti-Stokes to Stokes ratio is expected
(9–11), as seen from Eq.(2) for small . Previous investigations have found it challenging to stabilise
nanostructures while measuring such power dependences. We achieve this by modifying our
experiments to identify in real time whenever blinking lines appear, and then immediately cycling the

laser power (Fig.3A shows typical data). We thus repeatedly record anti-Stokes:Stokes ratios for
different 633nm laser powers. Extracting power series for several different lines (Fig.3B,C), recorded on
different nanoparticles at different times, always gives a quadratic power dependence of the anti-Stokes
signal and a linear power dependence for the aS:S ratio (and hence phonon population), supporting the
presence of vibrational pumping. However, the slope of these linear fits changes from mode to mode
and also differs for different realisations on different nanoparticles. This suggests that the slope is a
measure of picocavity geometry, which controls the different optomechanical coupling strengths of the
molecular vibrations, since

. From over 50 picocavities, we observe coupling strengths from

=5-40meV (Fig. 3D), reaching

0.2. From Eqs.(1),(S3) such high coupling strengths (compared to

<1µeV for conventional optomechanical systems (9,15–18)) correspond to extremely small Raman
localization volumes of <1nm3 (see details in (7), Section S7). This extremely tight localisation agrees
with electromagnetic simulations using atomic scale features in the gap region, also giving lateral
localisations 0.23nm (FWHM of intensity, Fig.1E), as well as with previous theory predicting atom-scale
confinement of optical fields (6,19). This optical confinement explains atomic resolution in tip-based
experiments (3,5), and approaches the quantum limit derived previously (4),
with radius of curvature
nm giving

set by the size of single atoms

however now

nm and tunnelling lengthscale

nm3. We highlight the strongly inhomogeneous distribution of

picocavity field within the plasmonic gap, resulting in a complex relationship between the Raman
localization volume and standard quantum optical definitions of mode volume (see (7), Section S5).
To account for both formation and disassembly of picocavities at cryogenic temperatures
requires atomic surface reconstructions facilitated by irradiation. To demonstrate the dependence on
laser power we immediately switch off the laser once the formation of a picocavity is detected. After a
delay time varied between 3-30s the laser is switched on again (Fig.4A), allowing us to examine whether
the atomic configuration relaxes in the dark. In all cases we find that the SERS spectra reappear with
exactly the same strength as before the laser is switched off (see also Fig.S14 in (7)). This further proves
that the additional strong Stokes and anti-Stokes SERS lines originate from a robust formation of these
picocavities and not due to heating of the molecules - for a process involving heating one instead
expects the system to cool back down once the laser is switched off.
Even when (instead of switching it off) the laser power is reduced, the lifetime of these
picocavities is greatly extended (Fig.4B), thus allowing continuous monitoring. A picocavity is easily
stabilised for more than 10min by reducing the laser power tenfold after cavity formation is observed.

After 10min at the lower laser power the power is increased stepwise, and disassembly is observed at a
laser power density of 100µW/µm2. Both formation and disassembly of the picocavity are abrupt (subsecond), while fluctuations of the vibrational energies are found to increase as the laser power increases
(so the fluctuation of the molecular vibrational energies is possibly driven by Au atom movement, see
Fig.4B and Fig.S12 in (7)).
Laser illumination not only destabilises the picocavity atomic configurations but is also crucial in
their formation. To demonstrate this, we record several time-series SERS scans for different laser
powers and extract the occurrence frequency of picocavity formation. We find a clear Arrhenius-type
behaviour with critical laser power density

, corresponding to an energy of

0.8eV (see Section S9 in (7)). This energy is comparable to previously reported activation energies for
gold adatom surface diffusion of 0.9eV (20). Repeating the experiments using silver instead of gold gives
a higher critical power density of

but otherwise similar behaviour. Our

observations are unable yet to identify whether this critical

corresponds to a characteristic thermal

hopping barrier, or to optical forces arising from the extreme field gradients around single atom
protrusions. However, we note that formation of a picocavity can be facilitated by the stability of goldthiol ‘staples’: two thiols cooperatively pull a gold atom into an elevated position forming a bridge-like
arrangement (see (21) and references therein). Our findings are also in line with observations that SERS
blinking has both a thermal-activated and a light-activated component (22). Picocavities only show up in
near-field-sensitive measurements such as SERS, while no changes are seen in far-field scattering that
depend only on the properties of the larger hosting nanocavity. Our findings suggest picocavities are
omnipresent in SERS and TERS measurements on nanoscale plasmonic hotspots such as colloidal
aggregates, dimers, and NPoMs, and responsible for single-molecule and atomic resolution that has
been obtained. The extreme optical confinement yields selective amplification of molecular vibrations of
only a few bonds within the single molecule isolated by each picocavity, presumably depending on the
exact mutual configuration of Au atom protrusion and bound thiol orientation. Optical field strengths of
0.3V/nm here may be further exploited.
We have shown the formation of stable atom-sized optical cavities termed ‘picocavities’ within
plasmonic hotspots at cryogenic temperatures (which at room temperature are in constant dynamical
creation and destruction). Picocavities form due to photon-assisted surface reconstruction of gold.
Stabilising these picocavities while probing them takes plasmonic-molecule coupling to the extreme and
opens widespread possibilities for studying and exploiting light-molecule coupling, for instance in

molecular interactions, chemical reactions, superradiant emission, electron transfers, single-molecule
electrochemistry, and advances the fundamental access of light to the building blocks of matter.
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Figure 1 | Raman spectra from molecules in picocavity and near-field light distribution. (A) Schematic cooled
nanoparticle-on-mirror (NPoM) geometry. (B) Biphenyl-4-thiol molecular monolayer. (C) SERS time series from a
2
single 90nm NPoM with 60µW/µm pump. (D-E) Simulations of facetted gold nanoparticle with(out) atomic
protrusion at =0 nm. (D) Near-field map, inset: enlarged view of picocavity, showing sub-nanometre localisation
of optical field. (E) Near-field intensity across the gap.

Figure 2 | Raman spectra reveal changes of SERS selection rules. (A) Anti-Stokes:Stokes spectra at a time when
additional picocavity-induced lines are present. Colours correspond to same lines on Stokes and anti-Stokes sides,
with vibrational eigenmodes and effective temperatures shown. (B) Time-series anti-Stokes and Stokes SERS.
Dashed lines (aS) mark expected aS line positions corresponding to ever-present (persistent) S lines from the many
molecules in the larger nanocavity. (C,D) Comparison of two experimental spectra (bottom) with DFT simulated
spectra (top) under the assumption of atomic-scale field confinement (inset shows geometries, red sphere shows
field localisation for simulations).

Figure 3 | Vibrational pumping of molecular vibrations in picocavities. (A) SERS time scan for varying laser power
(shown on right). (B) Extracted laser power dependence of anti-Stokes intensity and phonon population, for
different measurements on the same picocavity. (C) Power dependence of phonon population for different
vibrational modes in the same picocavity. (D) Distribution of observed optomechanical coupling strengths .

Figure 4 | Picocavity stability in the dark. (A) Anti-Stokes intensities as the laser (bottom) is switched on/off
demonstrate the picocavity stability, which persists (arrows) without laser. (B) Picocavities are also stable at low
laser powers. Anti-Stokes intensities as laser power is dropped ten-fold when picocavity formation is detected.
After waiting 10min the power is stepwise increased. SERS intensities shown normalised by laser power.
Simultaneously-measured rate of spectral wandering (orange) vs laser power shown on lower graph.

